FULL PAPER
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was carried out for solid electrode (90 % LTO and 10 % binder on copper foil) using a typical three-electrode Swagelok cell. After several electrochemical cycles, the state of charge of LTO was adjusted galvanostatically at 0.1 C. The cell was left at open circuit (OCP) for 1 hour and, then, 0 V against OPC was applied for 30 minutes to stabilize the potential of the electrode. The frequency range was 100 kHz -0.02 Hz with an amplitude of 20 mV.
We are aware of the additional limitations of EIS in Li-ion batteries. As Klink et al demonstrate, [1] EIS spectrum is very sensitive to the geometry of the cell. Even using a three-electrode Swagelok cell (used here), artefacts can appear at high and medium frequencies. From our results, (Figure 1S ), the charge transfer resistance of LTO appears to be relatively small (without conductive additive), which makes difficult to reliably measure the differences between samples. The main conclusion from EIS is that the charge transfer resistance is generally small for LTO (O_LTO and H_LTO), and can only account for 30-60 mV of the overpotential observed in the fluid electrode during reduction / oxidation of LTO. 
We have employed a modular electrochemical cell (filter-press cell) which provides great versatility.
The filter press-cell configuration consists of several independent elements sandwiched (e.g. current collector, gaskets, channel frames) to define reaction zones (negative suspension and positive suspension compartments) separated by a Celgard2500 film. Between each element, several gaskets must be introduced to avoid slurry leakages. Finally, the whole system is closed by metallic end-plates to give consistency to the system. This modular configuration offers several advantages, for example, the easy study of positive electrode and negative electrode materials in half-cell configuration as well as both compartments in full cell configuration. In addition, more compartments can be easily added to obtain a multi-cell (stack). Moreover, different channel geometries and thickness can be studied by simply changing one frame element 
